
In the CMS Hadron Calorimeter, the Clock Control Module distributes the system clock to the readout modules 
and supports control and monitoring of the front-end electronics. In preparation for Phase 1 CMS Upgrades, a new 
prototype Clock Control Module, called the ngCCM, has been designed which uses the GigaBit Transceiver (GBT) 
transmission protocol over 4.8 Gbps optical fiber to connect to the counting room. Thus far, a prototype has been 
built and successfully integrated with other Forward HCAL prototype electronics for test beam studies.
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Remote FPGA Update
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I2C-over-GBT
Primary Clock and Control are handled by 
an Igloo2 FPGA based mezzanine board 
which emulates the GBTx ASIC. A duplex 
optical fiber to a VTRx transceiver is used 
to supply clock and control and to receive 
status. The Igloo2 recovers the clock from 
the high-speed serial data stream before 
sending the clock to the motherboard for 
backplane distribution.
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Figure 4.6: Drawing of an HF front-end crate showing the six QIE10 modules (12 cards), the
ngCCM, and the calibration module. The location of the two cards within each module is
indicated by light dashed lines.

4.2 Front-end Electronics
The front-end electronics for the HF upgrade will be organized in Eurocard-style crates, similar
to the arrangement of the previous design. Due to the size of the front-end cable connector, each
card will occupy 1.2 inches of horizontal space, as opposed to the 0.8 inches typical for VME
and used in the original HF electronics. The crate layout is shown schematically in Fig. 4.6.
Twelve slots are for six QIE10 modules, each holding two QIE10 cards, which digitize and
process the signals from the PMTs. In the center of the crate is the clock and control module,
the ngCCM, and on the far left is the calibration module responsible for LED-based and laser-
based calibration and monitoring. Twelve crates of electronics, six at each end of CMS, will be
required to readout the full HF subdetector.

4.2.1 QIE Cards

Each QIE card will be responsible for 24 channels of analog data. To process the full set of
signals from HF in the case of dual-anode readout, 144 cards will be required. The analog
signals will be integrated and digitized by 24 QIE10 chips. These QIE10 chips will then be
connected to one of two FPGAs which provide several functions: data alignment across the
channels on the same fiber link, calculation of the CapId matching condition, and management
of the configuration bitstreams. Each FPGA will be connected to three GBT link chips for the
final data transmission, for a total of six GBT link chips on each card and three VersaLink dual
optical transmitters (VTTx). A schematic view of the data flow within the HF FE Card is shown
in Fig. 4.7.

Mechanically, the HF FE cards will be combined in pairs to form modules. The two cards
of a module will share a single 12-fiber MTP output which will be fed by through an MTP-
LC fiber break-out. This allows the optical connections to be compact and reduces the risk of
damage during handling as only one connector need be touched to remove the module. The
arrangement of cards into two card modules with standoffs between the cards also increases
the mechanical robustness of the system. Mechanical drawings of the individual card and
module concepts are shown in Fig 4.8. Half the QIE10 chips will be mounted on the back-side

Future Rad-tol Igloo2 Mezzanine

In case of communications failure, the 
counting room can manually switch over a 
ngCCM so that it receives clock and 
control from its neighbor ngCCM. Clock is 
sent over one duplex optical fiber and an 
Igloo2 FPGA provides a reduced-function 
control path over another duplex fiber.

Three FEASTMP DC/DC Modules 
convert 6-11 VDC into 3.3 VDC, 

2.5 VDC and 1.5 VDC while 
tolerating the high magnetic field 

environment.

Backplane Signals
LVPECL Master Clocks, Reset, BC0, WTE 

LVPECL / LVTTL I2C 
LVTTL Power Enable

Using our JTAG-over-GBT design, most 
FPGAs in the front-end can be remotely 
reprogrammed.

Slow control in the front-end travels over a 
modified I2C bus. The ngCCM provides a 
conduit for I2C over the high-speed GBT 
link using I2C-over-GBT, which was 
developed specifically for the ngCCM.

Four  ProASIC3L FPGAs interface 
the control LVDS signals from the 
mezzanine to the backplane and 
they handle multiplexing signals 
with the redundant control path.  

!
Other useful functions include an 
I2C-to-1 wire bridge which allows 
1-wire temperature sensors to be 

read using I2C-over-GBT.

Radiation

The design primarily uses commercial 
components, which are known to have 
passed radiation tests at or beyond the 
expected 10 krad environment. 
!
Additionally, the board contains a current 
threshold latch-up circuit which can 
automatically cycle power if needed.
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